Free ICC Online Codes Portal Access (premiumACCESS/publicACCESS) - Example Screen Shots

1. ICC premiumACCESS - Website Login ([http://premiumaccess.iccsafe.org](http://premiumaccess.iccsafe.org))

Users can highlight, bookmark and annotate sections of codes and collaborate with colleagues. Most importantly, users will see direct links to ICC-ES Report Listings, which will appear in relevant sections/chapters of the following codes: 2015 IBC, 2015 IRC, 2016 IPC and 2016 IMC.
2. premiumACCESS Table of Contents (ICC-ES Report/Listing Links)

Relevant ICC-ES Report/Listing links (in the form of an ES logo) will appear in the table of contents/chapter page of a specific eCode (e.g., 2015 International Building Code). Users can click on the logo to open a new window for direct links to a specific ICC-ES Report(s) published on the ICC-ES Website. (Refer to image 4)
3. **premiumACCESS - Chapter Sections (ICC-ES Report/Listing Links)**

Relevant ICC-ES Report/Listing links will appear (in the form of an ES logo) in relevant chapters/sections of the eCode. Users can click on the logo to open a new window for direct links to ICC-ES Reports published in the ICC-ES Website. (Refer to image 4)
4. premiumACCESS - Direct links to ICC-ES Reports published in the ICC-ES Website

Once a user clicks on an ES logo link in a specific chapter/section of an eCode, a new window will open with direct links to relevant ICC-ES Reports published in the ICC-ES website. Users are then able to view these reports online.